Quantity in bacteria

Percentage in genomes

- Extracellular non compartmentalized bacteria
- Extracellular bacteria with unknown cell plan
- Extracellular compartmentalized bacteria
- Intracellular allopatric bacteria
- Intracellular sympatric bacteria
- Significant difference

Phages
- Phages incomplete
- Phages incomplete
- Phages incomplete

Plasmids
- Plasmids incomplete
- Plasmids incomplete
- Plasmids incomplete

tRNA
- tRNA incomplete
- tRNA incomplete
- tRNA incomplete

% Transposase
- % Transposase incomplete
- % Transposase incomplete
- % Transposase incomplete

% Integrase
- % Integrase incomplete
- % Integrase incomplete
- % Integrase incomplete

% Conjugation Genes
- % Conjugation Genes incomplete
- % Conjugation Genes incomplete
- % Conjugation Genes incomplete

% CRISP
- % CRISP incomplete
- % CRISP incomplete
- % CRISP incomplete

% CRISP candidates
- % CRISP candidates incomplete
- % CRISP candidates incomplete
- % CRISP candidates incomplete